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Emma

Dear Reader,

The world that we're living in is ever-revolving and ever-evolving. Sometimes
it might even feel like change is ever-churning five steps ahead, just waiting
to sweep us off our feet. Some transformations sit also in the moments so
tiny we can cup them in our hands. For example, the bird perched on the
powerline outside my window wasn't there three seconds ago, but as I write
this now, it has flown over the roof. Metamorphosis suggests a myriad of
possibilities, as do the art and writing we set out to explore in Paracosm
Literary Journal's first issue.

We'd like to give our every thanks to the authors and artists in the following
collection who have shared with us worlds big and small. We'd also like to
thank our submitters for their wonderful support and the joy their
perspectives brought us. Finally, thank you for picking up our inaugural
issue. The brightness your love bears keeps us longing for flight.

And thus the manifold wings of metamorphosis are all that we hope you may
soar with in flipping the pages of this inaugural issue.  Join the kaleidoscope
—it's what a group of butterflies it called—as you take off toward Issue 01.

Yours sincerely,
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Yesterday
poem by Victoria Namnama

There was a house there, yesterday
flamingo-like and leaning--
walls of red-bricked paradise
upon the hill, sunlight gleaming.
There was a house there, yesterday
with ivy covered lawns,
voices floating from the stairs
laughter once, now gone.
There was a house there yesterday,
childhood beware--
There was a home there yesterday,
I wish it was still there.
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Thinking of home
poem by Millicent Stott

I won’t find my salvation there,
not in the blaze of lukewarm passion
or sickly peeling paint
we are under his duvet, shivering
barefoot on the concrete,
or on the top of the world in the rain
where I wish on the teardrop lights
of the city
for better months
send me better months
and there’s no safety
in the helicopter noise,
the bike shelter blankets
devoid of any warmth
the red air has stained me now,
with its heat and its trepidation
I sleep in the weariness of it all
send me better months
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daedalus became a village
blacksmith after icarus died
poem by Magi Sumpter

The incident in crete turned daedalus away from walls of concrete mystery
and peasant’s tools. Now he mourned his waxwent son with damascus steel—
each blade ebbed, flowed with purpose. In the son’s light, this architect’s
swords spoke of grief, of will-filled ignorance, of sunlight dancing through a
stained glass prison window, of days counted and long forgotten, of
atrophied muscle thumping with vitality, of—the small boy flapping his wings
on the front lawn—of

labyrinthian
trials and treacherous feats,
mostly of freedom.
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a singular pomegranate seed
poem by Magi Sumpter

your journey never ends.
                      always begins the same.

home you go—
                      inside the riverbed,
                      the current twists
around your roots

and pulls you close
a warm embrace
calling for more
always more
always down.
into the trench
until you are in her
arms once again
begging for just one day

where your shoulders sprout wings
from solid muscle
itching to sunburn crimson and dewy.

your journey always begins the same.
                     never ends.
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home you go—
                       buried in topsoil,
                       the rain drinks
your stomach

and builds you tall
for the next day
and the next.
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In There
poem by C.T. Dinh

        is something you are, but are not—there’s a girl in there waiting to be
freed, a brave girl, a real girl as if the flesh were a cage, as if the body were a
conqueror and the only way to be who you were born to be is to cleave
yourself in two. Don’t worry. We can coax her out. I know she’s in there: a
superpower you’ve been concealing, like potential energy lying in wait. Like a
resolution scrawled onto a piece of scrap paper on New Year’s Eve. Have you
watched Dumbo? Or Captain Marvel? Yeah, like that. If only you believed in
yourself. If only you believed me when I say,

        she’s in there like lightning and one day she’ll come tumbling out in a
flash of CGI. Your fingertips will crackle; your eyes will flash white; your body
will soar on wires before the green screen and that’s how we will know your
time has come. Or rather, hers. Let go of your magic feather and embrace
her. Your true heritage, your full powerset, the sister I grew up with even
after all these fights, your native tongue. For even when the heroes have
amnesia, they will never forget

        how to save the day. How to be brave, how to be good, how to be of
service. How to reach out their arms and summon, bodies folding like the
limp form of an alter ego; I’ve seen it happen and I know you can do it too.
Wonder woman. Demigod. When she finally frees herself, her host body—
yours—will split into ribbons. No one will miss it. No one will miss you. We
will all stare instead at the golden incarnation, the revived phoenix, the
entrapped spirit, consuming you, finally free; we will clap her shoulders and
say

.
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we knew it,
we knew it, she’s been

in there all along.
.

Scar by Tabitha Marsh
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eighteen
poem by Ava Fusco

I take the closet door in both my hands and twist until
it bursts. Metamorphosis is quick, saturated-
wingless, the body splinters from the moth-bitten wood
and takes its form among us. I am
new and wet and fractured, in love with
anarchist fantasies and the way my dog chews her paws
before she sleeps. The dandelion, invasive butterfly and I
are well acquainted.

I take my heart in both my hands and throw until
it disappears into the overflowing moon, but this
is not the fate of a slowly dwindling star
made martyred as it passes by-
this is light year incarnate, this is
Kafka’s final vision, this is
the clarity at the bottom of the ocean
with no goggles on.
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Masquerade by Tabitha Marsh
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Alter Egos
poem by C.T. Dinh

Superhero girl, you know the chick—live-action figurine
in a catsuit and combat boots, jack-of-all trades,

whatever you want. Shapeshifting between
murderess and mother-figure; sorceress, seductress,
cyborg sister, space babe, Smurfette, hard-to-get,

ex-villainess turned antihero with an off-screen
heel-face turn. She is mystery enshrouded in a
makeup routine, face gleaming and stainless

in the bloodiest battle. Her lipstick:

the closest thing to carnage; perfect scarlet, never smudged.
Hair seamless, fresh out of the super-salon and

flowing like a second cape, never knotting as she

snaps necks and knocks out stunt
doubles, hips wading through the debris.

She masters her three-point landing,

ass perked, zipper collar pulled down to expose
bulletproof cleavage. She carries grenades and handguns,

and the Bechdel test about half of the time
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and we fall for her either way. A precedent, an origin story,
our first Halloween costume that isn’t a damsel—

in her template perfection, we can call ourselves “super”

and dream of all the girls she could be.
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Superpower
poem by C.T. Dinh

My aunt tells me
I have a superpower: being the
oldest sister. “It’s nothing,”

I say, my sister squealing behind me
as I crush a spider with a Kleenex.
I don’t think killing small things

makes you worthy of a cape. In my
hand, I crumple the tissue and bin it,
rolling up my sleeves beneath the

kitchen sink. There is still a smudge
on the wall where spider’s blood used
to be, like the smudge in the

bathroom, & on my closet door.
Remnants of my squeamish self
crying for mother to kill something

for me. “This is tiny,” she would
chide; “When I was young,
I feared only the garage of

tarantulas, where teachers
threw the misbehaved.” We live,
she reminds us, in a house full
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of privileges: each wall
a blood sacrifice. Affording us
the privilege of being

sheltered; the privilege of
being scared. In my house, we raise
drywood built from firstborn

daughters: my mother, my aunts,
and then I. My only superpower, then,
is hereditary: Is arching into a third roof.

Is weaving my veins into a net.
Is morphing into a filter; becoming
bulletproof. Soaking up the acid rain.
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exactly once, sister, 
i caught you flying
poem by Jacy Zhang

you were curled up in bed, reading a book. but when you spied the spider on your sheets, there

was a flap

         of the covers,

                   and when they

                               cascaded

                                          i glimpsed legs splayed into veiny wings

                              arms outstretched

              beside a multitude of pages

fanned in flight. in the flock,

you should have known you were made to be a writer.
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snow white’s kiss
poem by Elizabeth Sallow

when did the fairies turn into monsters,
flowers into fungus, potions into poison.
we watch as beauty twists into the dark face of decay, as
youth fades into the paintwork. false promises colourised
on the television screen: fairy tales and happy endings.
we’re faceless in the crowd of the lost.
ruined and forever sinful.

childhood means nothing in modernity: eighteen and
the sunset turns sour. the sky is black, burning. it’s
dark in the city. we’re dressed in parkas, chilled to our bones
and we’re watching the world burn. we’ve lost
our innocence, early mornings where everything
felt alive and vibrant. the angels are laid to rest and we’re left with the
demons. so tell me a tale where the good guy wins,

where youth is peaceful and pure, where we’re still innocent and
love tastes of strawberries: snow white’s kiss.
sit with me, starlight, moonlight, and
show me how to see beauty in the decay, acrylic rainbows
on your cheeks. help me grow into the clouds like a beanstalk
and let me build us a cottage that glows. let me build us a story
with a happy ending.
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Forewings, hindwings, and veins
poem by Laura Ma

to the child staring back at you from the mirror: watch,
watch how the shadows surge with the sun. watch
how the halo of shadows outside your window
tiptoes across the sofa, the trophies, the furnace -
specks of floral silhouettes reflecting the jagged glass
that zigzags your face into the veins of the
forewings of a hundred butterflies, fierce and afraid.

to the child staring back at you from the mirror: watch,
watch how milkweed seeds simmer from your
fingerprints, and how thistle leaves and thistle crowns
weave across your fingertips. watch how those stems embed
into your wants, your yearnings, your achings,
reaching for, kissing for the hindwings of a hundred butterflies.
palms closing, palms clasping, palms pinning
wings, behind a silicate, crystal chrysalis. a hundred butterflies
behind glass cages, chitin fluttering as fluttering specimens.

to you who stares back at you from the mirror: walk,
walk yourself out the halo of shadows and follow
the pale gold of the ghosts of butterflies. watch
how the sun blinds your childhood eyes, how it
burns the thistles, the stems, the milkweeds from your fingertips, how it
molts the chrysalis, melts all metal pins and warms all the soul(s) inside.
forewings, hindwings, veins - all in your roughened hands - all to a new life.
iridescence glittering behind you, taking flight.
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Light by Tabitha Marsh
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magnolias on the edge
poem by Dhwanee Goyal 

Down the     hall,     i see     a    crevice
sliding     away.      Sibilant doorknobs
grouping together, furniture  receding
into      walls.  i     hold     a  choke-full
of     air in   my     lungs,   swing on the
cobwebs   a friend mailed   me, cling on
to whatever edges remain  like  they are
a life    jacket. My        jaw, broken.    My
fingers, numbing. My hands,  bleeding—
         (now     cauterized,   now    carved)
faces   contorting   on soft    board,  legs
straining: there’s a foreign statue  in my
living   room,     perhaps in many   ways
it   had   always    been there.  it       tells
me to befriend the creatures living in the
dust of empty   mugs, advises this    kind
of    welding—a     tick here and the  snap
of an   ankle    behind it,   the   pulsating
pressure                                              of
           presences     that   cannot yet   be
perceived.      The tap   water    humming
like, come on   this is     where you    will
rest.     The statue:    I:  the       physicality
i cannot      comprehend:    this is      the
noise                      of                    centers
reconstructing;   enjoy  the stillness  of it.

previously published by the 6ress
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Paperweight
poem by Millicent Stott

In the darkness
I twist the curvature of my
spine toward you
sleep, dark green throat moss
listening to padded
footsteps through the trees,
the sound of
stars shattering
wading through crumbling river water
hair ablaze, hawk skin
at the end of being
the moon caves in
on itself, dry heaving
we sift through butterflies’ wings
hedgehogs sing in the beck
in the warmth, end of August heat
I ache under your touch
of paperweight lightness
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Faded
poem by Tanvi Nagar

The warm yellow sunshine-
fire from the golden medallion
it's orange-red fiery fangs
reaching out towards the earth
pouring in through slits of the horizon
where the clouds don’t cover the lands
and the mountain tops don’t reach,
kissed my forehead and tanned my hands
and then bounced off the photograph
that was held in the clasp of my sweaty palms.
Its brownish coffee-coloured edges
tested by the toughest times
and the yellowness set into the frame
made the faces in the picture seem more alive.
The two girls-hand in hand
their soft faces lit up by stunning smiles
looked directly into the camera
as if staring straight into my eyes.
Maybe it was a mirror, one its kind-
for I was able to look into my eyes
from so many years ago
yet, not fully recognise the little girl
I saw in the faded photo.
Amid the smudged background
and the shoreline of the beach
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I could make out my father’s figure-
admiring his two daughters by the beach.
My mother behind the lens
captured this moment into a frame
yet was missing from the shot
like some of the fleeting passerbys’ hands
who were somehow silhouettes in my past
and yet, nothing more than that.
Sitting on the same spot at the beach
looking at the sun fall into the horizon
as if simply sliding by into another world
carrying away the day’s secrets,
and the clouds breaking and crumbling-
colouring the sky with varied hues,
all whilst my hands held the course grains of the sand
and I paced into the past and ran back as fast
into the present world of mine.
The gentle wind touched my forehead
and the water splashed onto my feet
What if these were the same droplets of water
that were captured in the photograph?
Maybe, I held the same sand in my hands too.
But the people in the frame-
they couldn’t ever remain preserved in that time.
They were simply remnants of my past and
just like the photograph in my hands,
they were blurred, faded and damaged,
yet alive-
inside the chambers of my mind.

previously published by The Weight Journal
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The sweet scented lilies, 
soup and music
poem by Tanvi Nagar

I.

We strung together the sweet scented lilac lilies with perfection

and laced the low hanging air of despair with your magical melodies.

The red, blue and green lines on the screens fluctuated freely

tirelessly racing rhythmically- as if creating their own music.

The aroma of light-yellow luscious lamb soup escaped from the bowl

as if racing to reach the titled, square white ceiling first;

II.

My glassy eyes, stayed fixed upon the skeleton before me- bones, flesh and a little you,

encased in a coffin of peachy pale skin and numerous twisted tubes;

the incisions in your skin fresh- with little red droplets of blood that oozed out

made my heart beat faster; fluttering like a kite in the sky before its string is cut.

the skin in your hands and feet hung loose and lifeless

which made it harder to imagine how blood was gushing underneath this sheet,

there was so much movement in the molecules of your being

yet, so much stillness in the spirit of your existence.

your eyelids were shut closed, concealing the gateway to your universe within,

like the white sheet that covered the scars the sharp needles left on your body.
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III.

We strung together the sweet scented lilac lilies with perfection

and laced the low hanging air of despair with your magical melodies.

The red, blue and green lines on the screens fluctuated freely

tirelessly racing rhythmically- as if creating their own music.

The aroma of light-yellow luscious lamb soup escaped from the bowl

as if racing to reach the titled, square white ceiling first;

It was hard to imagine life of a human, so powerful yet dangerously delicate-

hanging on the monitors, meters, measures.

It was still more hard to imagine what pulling the plug from a socket

can do to the one hanging on it like threads of loose cloth ripped at the ends.

IV.

The lilac lilies danced in farewell, to some sad song it seemed

the monitors beating slower, slower and slower still

with their constant repeating beat- beep.

the waves resounded and repeated

until the notes on the screen

refused to go up and down

and the fumes from

the soup didn’t

escape at

all.

previously published by Flare Journal
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Molasses
poem by Amber Ting

She blinked
Slow and heavy
Like her eyelashes were glued together with molasses

Baby clams opening up
Brown seaweed and black treacle cheeks

Leaking

Golden under the sunlight

God, she was beautiful
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Silenced in the Gulfs
poem by Elisha Oluyemi

               show me a snail sealed in its shell
         i'll show you me 'ntrapped in them gulf
ever heard the scream of a 'sharked' urchin?
              i'm like them, voiceless in the depths

              with the tidal cruising of time's steed
and the four-pronged horns of seasons' cruise ship,
              i'm an unwritten past—remains of time's frenzied flight:
              a withered plum blossom hidden from the coming spring.
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untitled, 2021 by Sélina Farzaei
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mother // mother
poem by KatieAnn Nguyen

 PAGE 27

mother, 

your skies used to dress my wounds in 

blue and bathe my sorrows in sunshine. 

you were my shoulder to cry on, and

when the night stars twinkled in the 

expanse of wonder, you led me by the 

hand of chuckling moons, building me 

a staircase to the heavens above. 

mother,

i remember the way you used to kiss my 

toes with blades of green, how you used 

to dance alongside me in the swaying of 

trees. oh, how beautiful you were in the

memory

spring, dressed in blooming flowers of pink 

and white. oh, how beautiful you were. 

mother,

i’m suffocated by you, the smog of your

skies strangling me as i cry out. my screams

swallowed by the gray of fumes and i choke

on the ashes that sprinkle from blazing skies,

as night and day meld into one, the stars

sucked from it, the moon dripping red.

you’ve trapped me in hell.

mother,

i remember the bitterness of your lips on mine

how they tasted of death and forgotten things.

the blades of grass claw at my toes, the trees

have fallen; i am left dancing with the

of who you had once been. where have you

gone?



mother, 

in the summer, i used to run to you with 

wide arms. and in those sweaty summers 

you’d wash away my worries with the

crystal waves and warm sand. it was because 

of you that i found beauty in the small things; 

you taught me how to love the way the wind 

howled, the way the bees buzzed, the way the

birds chirped, the way seashells washed up on

the shore. you taught me how to love it all.

mother, 

i promised myself that one day i would 

welcome children into your arms, and 

i would teach them the beauty you once 

taught me. how they would love you, 

just as i have.

mother,

no longer do i run to you. i shrink from your

touch, the way it turns to dust in a single

moment. you wash me in rainfalls of oil, and i

watch as the waves turn into petroleum tanks

and plastic bottles. my toes sink under the

debris where sand once laid. you tell me that

life is just a euphemism for death.

mother,

you blessed me with the promise of life, and

i poured kerosene over your wishes and threw

the match; i twisted your love and used it

against you. i have corroded your body and

stolen your soul.

mother,

i am sorry.
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New Body
poem by Rebecca Kane

I am close to that burning white.

A colour like a half-filled lung
on a hot day,
transparent and glistening.

I pulsate and wonder and wait
for Gaia’s drums to hum a little softer
so I can hear my name whispered by those
who no longer share the sun with me.

My fingertips are bland in this realm
and, as I become unstuck in time,
yearn to belong to my body once again.
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On the Wait Time for 
Hormone Replacement Therapy
poem by David Salazar

Metamorphosize me,
turn me into something Kafkaesque,
as I don't want to be perceived
either as male or female.
Turn me into something new,
with horns or with wings,
translucid or with liquid skin.
I just want to be born again,
design my body at will.
I can't turn into an angel—or
a demon, for that matter—so
perhaps the best option is
to wait until the year rolls on,
until September comes
and I can inject change
into my bloodstream.
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Metamorphosis, Rebirth, Revival,
or However Else You Like to Call
Waking Up
poem by Meily Tran

i just have to wait until tomorrow morning i just have to wait for morning to
come just wait just wait it will be here God the universe is crumbling apart
torn at the seams the seeds of tomorrow have been sewn my stomach
rumbles i am hungry i am empty IT HURTS the skin of my neck is shedding
my scalp balding my eyes falling SHUT metamorphosis i will be reborn like a
phoenix rising from the ashes the blood of late yesterday my nursery my
manger my birthplace It Is Here my heart is beating again THUMP THUMP
THUMP it is coming it is coming i do not know if I am ready to let go of
yesterday I clutch my oily hair clumps like a lifeline but i hear dawn
breaking unlocked strands slip from my fingertips onto wood floor they
photosynthesize but I think i am on fire wait please i wait i am not sure i am

Good mourning!
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The Poet, And Grief
poem by Charles Nnanna

The poet travels to the moon
       to find a comely
                     metaphor for happiness,

       & grief seems to have being sleeping on the moon,
awaiting his arrival.

                              I’ve seen a hundred marriages
                                               break, a thousand mothers
parting with their unborn babies, a million hearts
             breaking away from heartbreak, yet gloom

has                  never
left                   the fingers of a poet. / The poet

     swims in letters, &
     flies on the wings of many metaphors, &
runs into                   the wild bearing a
thousand delicate words

               on his palms. / He hits
a hard leaf, or
                      a tender rock,         & he falls. Thereon

a million feelings are lost,
a thousand words scattered
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                   beyond his reach—&
grief                 sits right there on his

                         palm,
consoling him,
keeping him company. / Is grief such blessed
                                           company?

                        Perhaps the poet is most
                      endowed among all men—
                   with an ear to hear what death isn’t saying,
                an eye to see what’s beyond a ghost's sight,
            a hand to touch what fire dreads to hug,
        a mouth to drink what poison wouldn’t taste.
    a nose to sniff out histories buried under the sea.

& when at last                        his fingers are
severed from        writing
                       what paper dare not contain,

         grief becomes a new set of fingers

fearlessly carrying        his tears
                                              through

               red coals &

freezing colds. / If this isn’t accurate, then
the poet would never have to travel
outside of space finding happiness.
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Supplication
poem by Charles Nnanna

I understand that the journey of a thousand miles
often begins without a thousand bucks. Just please,
don't tell that to the man without a hundred.

Reality has always admired the fingers flipping currencies
than the palms joined together on bended knees
   facing the sky.

Here a father gathers his wife
& children
                around an altar of dream & optimism, &

while every sight is suspended to commune with the
Divine, his eyes straggles from
                                               a cracked wall

wherein our little four legged company
has its own family—probably they too,
are observing the moment—to the leaking roof,

to the responsibilities kneeling with him,
& then to his phone's screen
                                   that's refusing to wake from sleep.
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He ardently hopes it wakes, but when it does he
quickly makes a long face, takes a deep breath
   & buries his upper lip into his mouth—& faces
       the altar once more. It's the twentieth 'hail Mary',

& his screen awakes once more. This time he quietly
puts it off & excuses himself to the bathroom.

Five minutes, & his back with eyes
                                        bloodied by anguish. The landowner
has once again reminded him of his due dough.

This time he doesn't unlock his eyes again until our
knees are done with the floor. He didn't know we all saw.

So he goes out again to see what sweet his sweat
might attract this time. My brothers & I then go back on our knees
again & pray; “God, may Daddy's journey of a thousand miles
today, begin with a thousand bucks.”
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Alchemy After Heartbreak
poem by J.V. Sumpter

She showed you
how putting things together
can make them what they’re not.

You touched
the warm, porous edge

of lead
fast becoming gold

and felt your own unvalued soul
turn heavy,
loveable.

But she left,

and now you’re mixing
up your elements,

haven’t spoken right
since you tried
to drink fire.

Took a lantern of earth
to climb the cliffs by night
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because you needed air
to drown.

You want to see the moon
flash, a dime
dropped,

wished-on, or lost,
to the glittering black tile
of the sky’s dark pool,

but
no matter what you do,

the moon
is just the moon,

and the girl you love replaced you.
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For Couples Considering Divorce
poem by J.V. Sumpter

Just outside Las Vegas, NV, Ginnungagap Hotel advertises its indoor

watercourse to precariously married couples

Take one week off from jobs and kids, and come
to Ginnungagap Hotel’s dark atrium.

~                      ~                      ~
And once inside, be careful please. Stop, here
the floor ends one step down. Stay on the pier.

~                      ~                      ~
Stay back, or your shoes might be stung
by the water’s rasped puppy-tongue.

The crash of water, loud, and faint war drums
invades your ears, its pressure physical as thumbs.

~                      ~                      ~
It bounces off the balconies that ring
this inner room, nine stories tall, and sing

~                      ~                      ~
of windowless things, like marriage when it’s young –
a song which you sing now with half a lung.
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But hush. And hear. Your separate boats are now
whispering toward you with rising prow.

~                      ~                      ~
They’re coming from Ginnungagap’s canal,
a labyrinthine course that never shall

~                      ~                      ~
stop shifting, its tunnels ever-strange,
its carpeted islands prone to rearrange.

The floating ropes of lights that bob into the black
end short; the teeth of the water-track,

~                      ~                      ~
they will not follow you down its gaping throat.
You’ll go alone – each one in a boat.

~                      ~                      ~
And on these waters you will wage your war
like Vikings bent on blood revenge. Or,

for seven days you could choose to ignore
your spouse’s boat, and instead explore

~                      ~                      ~
the rapids of your private, hidden sores,
those musty loops of useless corridors.

~                      ~                      ~
You’re free to hide in wait, of course,
but doing so won’t save you from divorce.
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The week elapsed, each boat will turn to shore,
and, drowned or injured, you will be restored.

~                      ~                      ~
What happens next is up to you; dismiss.
We hope it helped to borrow our abyss

~                      ~                      ~
and fight until all feuds break down, collapsing
into nothingness.

previously published by The New Welsh Review
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Nai He Bridge
prose by Sophie Choong

         ai He Bridge is where souls go
after they die, Wai Po says, to drink
the pond scum and shrivelled tea
leaves that lead them to the next life.
The bridge is guarded by Meng Po, the
goddess of forgetfulness. Wai Po tells
me Meng Po is an old lady like her,
with gnarled tree knots for eyes and
yellow-river pupils, a festering wound
splitting her face down the middle in
some close approximation of a smile.
Meng is the name of a Confucian
philosopher. Po is for milky moon
irises and faces wrinkled as tofu skins,
shaky hands and respect hammered
into children’s bones, the same as
‘don’t pee in your bed’ or ‘finish the
food you’re given.’ Po is what all
bodies become once they run dry. To
some people, to the women at the hair
salons and the men at the bars, Po
also means hands around the neck of
a girl already dead. A pretty girl,
healthy girl, girl who needs a slap on
the wrist, girl who went down the
wrong path, girl who was meant for
greatness once. Greatness, her name 

among the stars, her laughter airy,
hair streaming out behind her like a
battle flag. Po is for a girl who cuts
off her locks with a butcher’s knife, a
girl with another’s tongue down her
throat. Po is for a girl who runs dry
long before her time.

        When I am eight, Wai Po shows
me a picture of my new biao mei,
my aunt’s daughter. Biao mei’s eyes
are wide open, pupils spinning
faster than a dim sum platter. She
looks like a lobster, like she’s been
burned raw and stripped to redness.
Wai Po has her feet folded on the
table. They’re tan and liver-spotted.
They remind me of the sultanas sold
at the hawker stall near our house,
so I look away. She says biao mei’s
ears look like mine. I don’t know
about that. I can’t see her ears much
anyway. They could be sunflower
seeds for all I know. Call them
oysters, banana slugs, sleeping pills.
Doesn’t matter as long as they work.
I ask Wai Po why she cares so much.
She says sometimes banana slugs
are all that’s left of you after you’re
gone; all to remind the universe you
existed, once. 

N
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(Except Meng Po, of course. Meng Po
never forgets.) Wai Po’s feet are
callused, a thin layer of leathery skin
stretched over crooked toes. I tell her
I’ll remember what her feet look like,
at least. The smack of her hand
brands a five-fingered silhouette into
the meat of my cheek. The searing
mark is the same angry red as a
lobster shell.

        In a Chinese family, the best
thing you can do is show xiao shun,
filial piety. Xiao shun is a Confucian
value. Xiao shun means Meng Po will
treat you well. Xiao shun means you
will never drown when you get to Nai
He Bridge, that the river will never
open its gaping maw and swallow you
whole. That you will forget everything,
soon enough. By the time I’m thirteen
I no longer care about filial piety. By
the time I’m thirteen I learn that the
smell of cigarette smoke burrows into
bones, into cartilage, into ribcages,
slices them into strips. Guts a knife-
blade through all that is holy. And
then some. By the time I’m thirteen
the ground is crumbling beneath
my feet. Wai Po tells me I lack xiao
shun, that I’m rude to waiters and trip 

over my feet and stare at the girl
manning the hawker stall because
she’s poor, even though to me it’s
always been because she seems to
hold the stars cupped in her murky
palms, because her laughter is a
toothpick speared on the tip of my
finger, because her lips are chilli-oil
red and I wonder what they taste
like. Because I’ll remember her even
if the universe doesn’t.

        Nai He has several meanings in
Chinese. The one I grow up hearing
the most translates to
‘deal with,’ into clumps of hair
ripped out at the roots and trips to a
fortune-teller because Wai
Po thinks there’s something wrong
with me. She asks the fortune-teller
how to deal with me, her
lips flapping frantically like bird
wings, and the fortune-teller brings
me to the backroom, to
cleanse me of the evil, to restore the
xiao shun, to pray and pray that the
gods will sort me out
soon enough. The incense scoops
stuffy swabs in my nostrils. It’s no
use, the fortune-teller says
eventually. The best Wai Po can do
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is hope I won’t be so unruly when I
grow up (or even in my next life),
hope that Meng Po will rinse the sin
from my whittled-down receptacle of a
corpse like a creaky showerhead and
replace it with xiao shun. That Meng
Po will deal with me.

        We meet at a convenience store
in Kuala Lumpur when I’m almost
fourteen. There is a tennis game on
the overhead television. The rev of a
motorcycle rips through the dull air
like a needle through fabric. She is at
the cashier. She is spinning on her
heel, the door is opening—I jump
forward, tug on her sleeve, and say,
wait. She does. I feel like a lobster
under her gaze. Boiled alive and
flayed bare. We sit at the edge of a
monsoon drain, the one shaped like a
half-pipe and covered with graffiti,
where my toy plane still sits under
piles of damp leaves from eight years
ago. The water is slick with oil and
corroding hunger, curdling under the
gaze of dusk. Her fingers dance over
the scar on my shoulder where Wai
Po nicked me with her haircutting
scissors. I shuffle closer; there are
cautionary tales about stranger 

danger, about staying out too late at
night and getting kidnapped by men
looking for bodies that haven’t been
used yet, but we aren’t strangers, not
in the traditional sense. We knew
each other once, she tells me. Words
spill over the contours of her tongue
like horsehair on lamb tendons, like
they’ve been calcified in a pit of
frozen wonder and emerged
moulded into a rock-solid
formation. Our fingers bump and
bump until her hand finally comes
to rest on mine. My knuckles are
soaked in sweat and rusty dew from
the grass and her face falls into
seriousness. She stands up. We
wade into the monsoon drain,
slipping down splinter by splinter,
algae pooling in the corners of my
school shoes, and she gives me a
plastic cup. I have to scoop up the
water, she says, and drink it,
otherwise it won’t work. I can barely
stand up. The water is nearly past
my hips. Gritty mud catches in the
belt loops of my jeans, paste-paper
sticking to the drenched denim. I
lean down and ladle mudwater,
pisswater, into my cup like a bowl of
acid punch at a birthday party.
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        The first swig has me gagging.
My stomach empties itself into the
drain until I’m swimming in my own
vomit. I collapse like a deflated
balloon. The moon is a silver-dollar
coin in the sky and I wonder if it will
be the last sight I see, but she swims
towards me, seizes hold of the cup
and makes me swallow the rest of it,
forces it down my throat like a snake
slithering sourly over brick. Call it
choking, call it dying, call it being
wiped out. Doesn’t matter as long as it
works. I open my mouth and gasp for
air, my mind blank and sticky. Hard
candy that hasn’t been coloured yet.
There’s a look on her face—not joy,
but resignation. Not sadness, but
surrender. She says it’s almost time to
leave, that I’ll come out of here a
better person, that Wai Po will be
proud of me for steering down the
right path so early. She won’t look me
in the eye. The imprint of her fingers
pressed into my throat doesn’t go
away, an oblivion necklace wound
tight. The pisswater leaves ulcers on
my tongue, mud leaking into my
lungs. My stomach is full of pebbles.
The cup floats downriver into the pile
of leaves, coming to rest next to the 

toy planes and plastic bags teeming
with hair cuttings and sleeping pills.
Twisted mementos, shards of
remembrance. And isn’t that what
we yearn for, a reminder to the
universe that we existed, once?
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Butterflies and
Caterpillars
prose by Willow Pawlisch

               utumn sat behind the sticky
gas station counter for the fifth time
that week without a soul in sight. The
whirling snowstorm outside was
enough to deter any would-be-
customers from entering the cold gas
station with even colder sandwiches.
As another gust of wind pounded
against the windows Autumn’s mind
drifted to butterflies. Autumn had
always liked butterflies. The patterns
printed across her walls and backpack
reminded her every day of their
colorful delicate wings. They fluttered
across sunny gardens through
rainbow swaths of flowers without a
care for anyone: a stark contrast to
the relentless pounding of ice outside.

        Some people were like
butterflies, Autumn considered. Last
week, a lady wearing bright orange
overalls had dark coiled hair falling
about her shoulders. Walking with the
stride of a monarch, she plucked up a 

A

bag of Cheetos, poured a cup of
coffee, and strode up to the counter,
demonstrating a grace never before
seen at 6:14 AM at Autumn’s gas
station. This woman was a
butterfly. Bold yet artful, giving
Autumn a kind smile and a soft
thank you. Sometimes Autumn
wondered about the butterfly woman
that flitted about her gas station in
orange overalls. Maybe she was a
business woman, maybe she was a
model, but she was confident and a
butterfly.

        Some people were caterpillars,
Autumn pondered. A green sluggish
creature doomed to walk the ground
until the end of their days. Most
people, Autumn thought as she
cashed out an old man, are
caterpillars. This old man definitely
owned a thick fleshy bug frown he
flashed at her as he trudged away
into the growing storm. He was a
caterpillar. Grumbling about
nonsense on his way out, Autumn
could tell he had no joy left in his
bones. He was a man doomed to
crawl from leaf to everboring leaf
until he crawled to his grave.
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The old man had cursed at the bell on
the door before he bungled his way
around the aisles of cheap food. He
grabbed one of the blander
sandwiches and grumbled about
Autumn’s pierced ears when he
approached the counter. Casting this
man as a caterpillar in Autumn’s
mind was further supported by the
ratty green jacket the man wore.

        Not every caterpillar was bad,
Autumn thought. The small child that
had stumbled into her gas station the
past summer was also a caterpillar.
Staring wide eyed at the neon glow of
the slushie machine, the child had
walked up to the counter multiple
times to ask questions about the
coffee machine, how many flavors of
yogurt the station had, and how much
an extra large slushie cost. Curious
and uncoordinated, the little
caterpillar would someday grow to be
a butterfly. For now, the child would
sit and watch the colorful wings soar
above.

        Autumn, lost in thought for a
long while debating which customers
and people she knew were curious 

caterpillars or strong and elegant
butterflies, suddenly realized she
had not sorted herself into one of
the two categories. She owned none
of the confident brilliance of a
butterfly or the small-mindedness of
a caterpillar. Perhaps she was
something different. Maybe, Autumn
thought as she mopped up half
melted snow on the tile floors, I am
in my cocoon. Not yet a butterfly but
waiting for when her papery shell
will crack. Someday, her cocoon will
fall away and she will fly. Away from
this gas station and away from the
grouchy caterpillars. Away from this
snow storm and into the sunny
flower gardens. Away to fly with the
colorful butterflies and with the
woman dressed in orange overalls
with the coily hair.

        For now Autumn decided she
would wait in her cocoon as long as
she needed in order to become a
butterfly. Autumn spent the rest of
her shift cleaning the gas station,
restocking the shelves, and watching
the dizzying amount of snow fall to
coat the town outside.
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Tornado,
Revision06
prose by J.V. Sumpter

          t first, there is practically no
wind. Apprehension and nature’s
warning kiss, prickling at my clammy
skin. Just as the heat becomes
uncomfortable, the wind begins to
pick up, making the wheat field ripple
and sway. The sight is mesmerizing,
and I’m standing in the middle of it.
The sea of wheat extends as far as the
eye can see; great waves form on the
horizon and roll across the plains in
an eerie dance. I focus on enjoying
the surreal sight and the exotic smell
of soil and stalk, distracting myself
from the reddening sky. (I read that
the sky is actually supposed to become
green, but I’d already used red.
Switching to green was simple, but I
missed the unnatural atmosphere that
red created. So I changed it back,
doubting anyone would catch this
inaccuracy. Besides, who said this had
to be perfectly realistic?) The wheat’s
dance becomes wilder as the winds of
opposing fronts collide. Tripping over 

each other, they rush past as if they,
too, want to escape the storm I’ve
made. Becoming quite
claustrophobic as doom closes in,
I’m seized with the desire to run. I
know, however, that no matter how
far I run, the end of the wheat field
cannot be reached.

        It’s always amazed me how
vividly people experience terror
even when they are perfectly safe.
The terror I’m aiming for is subtle.
Its power lies in the waiting. You
know what’s coming, and you know
you can’t escape, but you’re forced
to wait as what you fear becomes
real...slowly. I tell myself this to try to
detach myself from the scene. This
rational charade is in vain: genuine
dread courses through my veins.
You’d think I’d be immune to this
scene already, but I guess this just
proves the excellence of my work.

        As always, I’m tempted to stop
the storm. One word, and this would
all be over. No terror mounting to a
climax. But I suppress my desire to
stop the storm by concentrating on
finding last-minute improvements. 

A
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After all, that’s what I set out to do in
the first place. I focus particularly on
the timing. Draw it out too long, and
people get bored. Let it happen too
quickly, and the anticipation doesn’t
have time to churn the brewing fear
into its full potency. But I’m actually
satisfied with the timing. Satisfied
with the gradual reddening of the sky.
Satisfied with the sudden flutter of
wings, followed immediately by a
discordant “caw!”

        I whirl around. (The ugly bird will
always appear behind you, regardless
of the direction you were facing at
that moment.) Its ugliness could not
be improved. Its oily black feathers
are artistically rumpled; its beak is
large and crooked. It was sheer
brilliance to give it the spiraled eyes
of a crayfish. Right on cue, the purple
lightning flashes—sufficient to prompt
anyone to run. Moreover, the
lightning marks when running lets
me actually cover distance.

        So I do. Turning my back on the
bird, I jam my hands over my ears
and tear through the wheat field.
Though the field added beauty in the 

beginning, it now accomplishes its
main purpose: impeding my frantic
movement, it increases my panic. To
compound it further, the sirens
begin to blare. I know covering my
ears ahead of time seems like
cheating. But I’d already known
about the sirens, already adjusted
and readjusted their pitch, timing,
and volume until I was afraid I’d go
deaf, so covering my ears didn’t
really spoil anything. Besides, the
sirens’ warning is soon drowned out
by the tornado’s rumble.

        Then I spot the farm house
and, more importantly, the entrance
to the underground storm shelter in
front of it. Thwarting my swelling
desire to run even faster toward
safety, I deliberately slacken my
pace. I pry my hands from my ears
and extend my arms in front of me,
feeling like I’m cheating again. But I
don’t care about cheating when,
right on cue, my foot hits a rock and
I trip. I sprawl onto the ground,
aggravatingly close to safety. I lift my
face, giving the funnel its cue.
Roaring, it tears the roof off the
house. I close my eyes as a chunk of
debris is tossed over me…
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The lights turn on, dimly at first,
giving my eyes time to adjust before
reaching their full brightness. I stand
up, smiling. Still think I can’t create
any exciting holodeck programs,
Mattieu? I dare you to top this.
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